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ABSTRACT

TILe use of explosion waves in the relative calibration of a hydrophone
offers a'new method of approach to the problems of response measure-
ment, Application of this method to two standard hydrophones in the
frequency range 5-lO0 ko gives a relative calibration which agrees with
the relative calibration-obtained by conventional continuous wave

eL methods i

tThe method ni &y be applied to the ceib-ation of projectors and other
linear underwater round transducerso kore rapid analysis of the date
is possiblbe through thd use of appropriate mechanical or electrical
harmonic analyzersa Restriction to the use of explosion waves is not
necessary -as the method is applicable with any transient0

The method also gives information concerning the explosion wave, if
the absolute calibration of thee hydrophone is known0
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ýI. INTROnIUCTIO1Y

o The use of trin ints' to c.li.brate h'drophoncs Is based oni
the mwatheratical theorer that the response of a linear sys:tem to any
tr ansient determinse celoýipetely Its 'response to any other transient
as well as its Stoady state or continuous weve responseo. In this re:

a port this prieciple is used to obtin the re'lative calibration curve
of two sr.tndsrd tourma line hydrophonres•) th.e r esults being COripared
"with those obtained by the convsr.tioual C• method° The explosion Wave
from a blasting cap wt-s used as a convonient transient sirce it is
strohg, consistent, arid free of electromagnetic disturbances,

20 The method can not yet be claimed to be as rapid' a9 the CW
.. .comparisonmthod unlrsz mechanical or electronAc h n-ionic analyýors

are used hoowever, or.-.tllogras:s of the r', ponse.•of hydrophones struck

by explosion vwaves show many 'of their characteristics qualitatively,
just as the responses of elec tricl networks to square waves or Heavi-
side pulses - with iwh-roh the explosi o wave has 'Mich in eo r on- dis-

*.close circi-it qualiti' s (Bibliog. 1.). In this sense the explosion
WaVe cau be c~midere~i a tool of ahalyaivs as is an electrical square
.1wave . The method out iined in this' report can be extended to projectors
or to any electromech nical 'system which is linear.

I THEORY.
3. The response of -a linear sys tem to any type ofwave car'be

determined froem Duhamol's integral if its response to a Heaviside unit
function. or. its indici6.l admi ttance, is Bkno•:no edford and Freden-
hall (IibliOg 2.) give a method for 'determining, by a graphical evalua-.
tion of this integral, the steady state sensitivity and phase shi- of
a given system from its observed respbnse to a square wave. This
graphical procedure eugeosts the following method for detem-rning the
relative sernitivity ard phase vs frequency curves of two systems, S1

and S 2 , by observrig their respective responses to an arbitrary and
unknown transien on t

4. Assur-e that'an additional structure B having the propertly
of transforming an incidelnt unit function ini;o an arbitrary transient

S..ly. ea h. syst1S(Skcteh ). ThIo response and phase
of each',such combination, B + 51 or B + $2 to an inc;.ident square w Iavoe,

Combination '1 i- to cs,!11onraph

.. Combination 2, 4¾-P .- os.-

Sketch 1 .
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"as dete'mirneed b-v the. rc-Ohho of Pedford and Fdesnhall, I 'ri y be plotted
as a curve in th-e cor.Iex plane. the fr o quency, &ppesrirg ws a ara,-
meter. Any one point on such a curve vwill be the produ-t of two fao-
ýtors, DO~P X l()or BV) x Sg.(v)), where R(-V), S~() 6nd s2(.20) a.r efunctions of the af2:equency and reprs ent the effect en sensitivity- and

phase that the addition~l structure and each system HosPectively have
on an irident sinusoid of frcquenoy ',Jo Hene a p.oint by point ratio
of the curves for the two combinations 'will give a curve representing
the relative recponse and phase differec of th twosystems, since- TO

the effect of .the additional stru'ture cancels. O One c tn thus dispense
with .the artifice of the additioneal structure B and merely specify thatthe same trantient be incident on both stems,

5• The iatheratical expressIon for DuhamelJ's iYtegrel yielding

,the response to a sinusoid may be written in the form

7-.

when t Oo. e lere i
t T) •is the response to the sirusoid of frequency

-mthe tim T, atd. A(,) is the ineicial adrittkhce, In the . xpresent case, A(X) i6 the oscillogren of the response o -f he hydrophone
to the explosion wave0, Only the absolute magnitudes an• phase dif-

"ferences of the two systemE3 are of interest here and the factor Ewth
can be eliminated.

6. The method of Bedford and Fredenh l1 is to carry out th "
integral graphically by vectorial addition of the 6AAs at intervals F
At, the anCle betleen suocoeosivo AAs being 360o x vAt. Theoreti-

Scally the integration should be carried out to infinity, or until the
tvil. of the curve returns pcrmanently to the t eaxis, if one wishes to
obtain from equation (2) the steady state response. From a practical

* vievrpoint this condition may be difficult to fulfill, snd sufficient
* accuracy- can be obtained by integrating until the •tail ap'roaches a

constant value rear zero. In'practice', also, T must e les s than': the "
Sduration of the sweep. If the ossillogram has not "settled-down bydo

the end of the sweep, then equation (2) obviously can not give a good

estimate of the steady state response in such a short interval0

CONFIDENTIAL - 2 -



.7 Integrati or. eqution (2) by p~rt• gives

0,aneqa4 on ofLuJJA,. car)A (_i
* - ~if A(T) 0.*oqut.noftoserm- s (9) is obtained. with the

ordinates: tmselves replacing, -he difference in ordinates. If kT) 1 O.~orrinativete 0 elvs replultn .. .an.. .. " ' [)
a corrective term. is necessatry iU one i. to obtain the same result as

jiith euation (2). In most of the mechanical or-electronic methods of
harmonic analysis (Bibliog. ), a.n integrel of thc form appearing in

equation (3) is evaluated" "

1110 -APPARATUS .

** 8o The two hydroph-nes which'were ccopared Were the N1RL standa:,d
tourmaline hydrophones OL•A-2 and OL-A 3. IAbsolute calibrationsbof

Sboth 
hydrophl on ,s from 56 to 1O00 kep -based on a weigh-ted absolute calib. ra

•... . .tion of the standard. OL-..-4 ' (B.. �~ -'d 5), are shcvn in Plate lo "
The weighted calibration of OL-A•4 is obtained from data tan at thea
Naval Research Laboratory end at: the Mlountain Lakes sttiop o4f the
Uxdwnw'ater --Sound --Referecne Laborat-,oxias ,ad is considero'd -- ccUrate On'
the average within + 2/3 db,p vth any polit within 4- 1,6 d'b In ad'di-
tion to the eomparioon obtained foram the above absolute• calibrations, a
direct CIT comparison of the two hydro0hones was made as an additionala-
check during the course of this investigatione ' -

IoA DuLont Type 172A. experimental model singlj sT-eep cathode"
ray os-illographic assembly was enployed to record the trahsient volt.tgerespor~se of the hydrophono to the explosion wave. Thetime scMa]e on
the osoillogras wa~s obt, ined. • moduvlating the spot intensity with a
vol'tag of known frequencyo :.(See Plate 5)a T.(c voltage scale was ob-
taned from frequent calibration photographs of a sinusoid of known
anplitude from a standard sign'l generator0

o10.A DApont" 8 electric bla~ting cap was used f6r the explosion
source ' The sweep circuit of the oscillograoh was triggered by the
impulse from a hydrophone conJisting of a single Roc-helle salt crystal
mounted a few inches above and it• front of the hYdrop~cno tobe calibrated
This distance corresponds to the initial straight par-t of the oscillo
grams (Plates 5,-6) or the de'lsy between the triggeri g of the sweep
circuit and the arrival of the explosion wave'at the- hydrophoneo

11. A mechanical hars' onic analyzer (ibliog. 6):was employed as

*.one means of analyzing' the os illogramsr Its distinguishing character-
istic is its ability to analyze a- curve of arbitrary base length.

CONFIDJN Ti AL - 3 -



IV. TEChVIQUE OF OiDSYRVATION AND IILASURi' T '. .E

12. The hydrophone to b6 calibrated was mounted on the end of a *

* - length of standard 2a1 .pipe ,aad was locited approximately midway betieen -

bottom and surface in water the depth of-which varied from 17 to l0 r
feet with the tide, The blasti* cap was -located 18 feet from the hy-,

" drophone. At this distance the echces from bottom. and surface did' not

arrive until at least one millisecond had elapsed hftcr the arrival of

"the direct wave. •
13o Two series of osciliogra' owere ma.de for each hydrophone,

each series consisting of two groupS of three oscillograms each, two

modulated and one unmodulated , One group war made us ihg a sweep of

.approximately 200 .see dduration and the other Using a sweep of esther

400 or 1000 jkzec duration. The 1000 , ýseb swoep was used in one

ýseries of oscillograms (OL-A-2) while the 400 tsec..sweep was used in

the remaining series of oscillograms, "

14. A modulation frTeuency b'f 200 kc, producing points at 5 psec

intervals, was used on the 200 and 400 /4s8c sweeps, and a modulation

frequency of 50 kc. giving 20 sec intervals was used on the 1000 -stec

Ssweop. As a further aid to measurement a time (x) axis was applied to

" each oseillogram before the oanera zhutter was closed, Amplitude

calibration Oscillograms were takenfTollowing each explosion0 .

15. The effect of orientation of thhe hydrophone relative to the

direction of the explosiori was investigated for angJes up to '3001,"

Typical oseillogramo are showr in Plate eo

16. The oscil!6grpjiis to be an-alyzed wevre projected upon the screen

of a Recordax microfilm reader and traced upon thin paper fromwhich

the measurements were made, The ste.rt of the sh6ck wave was located

in the time coordinate by rnoasuring back from a' well established modula-'

ticn point on the oscillogrem. Measurepients of the ordinates in the caSe '

of the 200 ptsec sw ee were made every ,usec * through apF.roxim te.ythe,

0 first 40 p.sec, wheroin the mst .rapid flubotuetions in a
* urred 6 Thereafter the ordin'tes were measured at 5 pksec intervals

and also at arn mamima or rminimpa. In the cases of the 400, .soe' or

"1I000 sees sweeps, mensurents were made at 5 or 20 Qsee intervals,
• respectively,-after the passage of the main peak. In the region of

the peak, ýmplitudo cha ges occurred too rapidly with those s-meps for

accurate measuromeats to :be made.

17. The observed measurements Were corrected te Irid-screen posim

"tion by application of experimentally determined correction factors

"These corrections were found by applying calibratingsinusoidal voltages

to the ostcillograh and meas.ur.A.ig the resultant deflection amplitu.'des'

"at the various positions on tht screen. It should be remarked that

thene correctione should al ays be determined experimentally, since

they are asymmetric in x, and in addition' are in a direction opposite

CO!fllDhI TIAL -4- 4 -



-to that to be aeiPiated on thý, bais of a spherical screen N. •ea suremernt. s
from one oacillograni of 200 jsre t siieP and frow one of 4-00 or 1000 micro-

Ssee sweep were comb-irid into one cUive -to be analyzed, the shoter sweep
.furnishing hthe o he peek regtin, and the longer showing the
behavior in the tail of the curve, Two such cuives, one frbm cachi series "
of oscillograms,, were obtained for each hydrophone, Thus two indeljendent
relative calibrations were available,

18. Three methods were used in analysing the curve r) graphical,
"b) numerical,'.and c) mechanical.

Ahf Dierences in the ordinates were determined from •
the curve for every Asee through the first 200 pFsez'. For
"a givc) frequ~ncy v, at which the response w'as to be found,
"thase differences'were edded vectorially according to the
method of' Eedford and Frcdernhallo One /sec intervals were -

-ý • used over the entire region' graphed at frequencies above, 50
kc and over the first 40 ssoc at Prequeniop from '10 to 50
kC. In tervals reater than 1 psec were used in the regions
where the -A's were small, though the time intervals were
S kept snia!! enough so that the aiggle.betw-een successive vectors

was never greater than 3g0, For ease' in plotting, ,'Values of
V giving angles of 3600/n, n an integer, wei~e used-

b) Numorical , At the higher frequencies whorre there' were 20 or
less vector additio.s per 360°, all the vectors in a given
" dirction were added algebraically and the resultant of the

" components thus obtained vas determined by tri gonometry. This
method was much more rapid than the graphical method and also
eliminated errors due to graphing. At lower frequeucles 0how-
ever, it became cumbersome because of the number of components
Involved.

o) Niechanical A harmo:,ic analyzer was used whieh evaluates an

integral of th eo the integral in
e quat i on (3) of ýpar agraph 7. In' the OFs cilA1ogralss analyzed'd
the curve had not returned to the t axiz at the time T to
which integration was crarried, and thte correction termt
," " �) ~ �wa� .s included. As a Check and to reduce
any errors o!ccrring bocause of thechoice of the direction

' of tracing, each curve vas traced by the 6nalyzer both clock-
.. wise and. oounter..ock-ise at each frequenrcy.o Since this
type of analyyzer (6) is independent of the baseline, it was" *.- possible to determlne the response et freqieno-es which were

non-integral hani-oiics of the "fundamental" frequency of period
T. .This proparty. of.the analyzer,ý along with the saving in
%tine, made thic method superior to the other methods employed.

.CONFIDNTIAL - 6 "•
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"" 19: The comparison calibratioi of the tvo hydrophones by the
Stran,;ient method is shon in Plate 2: Also i.cluded are the direct

CW comiparison calibration anT the compaqrison obt-ained from th e absolute

ealibrations. .The calibrationm agree very well except for occasional

points. The agreenent between the transient meth6d end, the direct

comparason is as good as the agreement betweonthe direct compari-son

and the comparison of the abo.olute calibration I.

20. Oscillograms of both 0iL-A-2 and OL(1-A-3 responsbe for 2•)00, sec
and 400 /isec swCep• are shown-in Plates 5 and 6, Th3-resonances vhich
appear as irregula•ties in the calibration curvest of the hydroplones

S ap)peer a•- oscil]a~ti;ns in th oscjllograbsis The period of th emost
prominent• ofcislatiorS inth- OLAP oscillegras is epprOimately 8 h ý 0

fiPSec, correpo-nn to a frequency of 125 kci above the' rane -of the

. present analysis ' Tie most prominent oscillations in the OL-A-ý3 oscillo--
grams have periods between 13 and 16 psec, eorrelsplrding to frequencies
S. botwszn 60 and 77 kco ,This ýis the region of violent fluctation in

the OL-,A 3 calibration 6urve (Plato 1), There isaleo , very long
period (approXiymately 600" /Aer) ,sillaticn inU the OL-Ak-2 oscillogram,

-Visible in the longer sweL x ep, corresponding to a frequency of about 1.6
kc0  A resonnce has been found in this region in Other eL=Atype hy-
drophones teated at the lowor audio frequencies, Interference phenomena
or beats of the oscillations W.ll be noted where multiple resonances

are proeset a -,DO -.

21 'The graphi 'l. method qf analysis ehibitod chat~acteristics of
the analysis which we're:not apparent fromtnhe other inethodso Plate+7

shows a typical grathica& p lot The nunbors on the graph indicate the
time- interval in ysec from the arrival of the shock front- The change

-of' gn of the AA's at each maximum. or minimum results in the formation

of cusps in -the 'graph°- A criterion on hovw far the integration should
be carried is given by the convergence of" the vectors in the tail of
the oscillogram*, Integration over- 2o0 /Lse was found to be sufficient
at most frequenciec end 200 ýýsec therefore was chosen as the standard
tima for use in this investicatior±- At frequencieos of pronounced re•

sonance the cusps occurred approxi*ately every ;8so0 of rotation and
..resulted in a series of smi(tvircular segments the diareters -of which
were additive in the •ane direction0  Convergence was less rapid in
these cases and the uncertainty of the resultin.[,g ,response was greater
than at other frequencies.

22° As absolute calibrations for both hydrophones were known,
the absolute pressure of the explosion wave was caliulated from the

hydrophone respmnse. The q.cali.bratjons" of the explosion wave, ob-
tained from each hydrophone, are shown in Plates 3 ard 4o- These

curves can be interpreted in t-wo vrayss hlathenatically, e..--eept for a -

consta" t factor, JA/-ir j, each gives the absolute magnitude of the

-6-C ONFIDE'PTIAL



Fourier transforim of the derivative of the e6plonion wave, Or if the
ýblsting cap is consi-dered as a linear projector which eits the actualc

explosion wave when excited by a unit function, then each :curve giveas,
as a function"Of frequency, the auplitude of the 'CW wave developed at:
the reference point by the'' "projector" when "excited , a .CW voltage Xof
-constant amiplitude. The value- of : the pr.ssure approached at high fre-
quencies by this -curve is the' value of the peak pressure in the explosion
wave; it is about 57 x 106 dyrnes/cm2 at 18 feet, a value in agreement-
witli the peak presu,,ure ireasured by rore direct methodso

23. O(i the aZ-iqsUptini that the explosion wave obeys the expoerential!
law of decay Ea/ , where To is the time constant of the exp or1ential I
the pressure should be falling off rapidly below a frequency Vo

,The theoretical pressure vs frequency curves (the pressure at high fre-
quencies being assumed corr'ect) are also _shown in Plates 3 and 4'.for
different values of Tc neaer the correct value (. -20 V-se) for a a8 cap.
It is seen that the pressure does not fall off at the lower frequencies
as the theoretical curves would indicate. Actually the pressure in the
tail.' is believed to follow a t4/" instead ofan exponential lawA a

that the deviation of the observations from the values predicted by the i
• exponential approximation is iin the right direction-

24 The osPlogrls of.Plate 8 show that the'effelts-of rotatingr
e hy rophone relative to the'direction to t-e ezplosion are a) to

r6und off the' saln pdak and incr'oase the tioe o l-rise, and b) to smooth
,out e oscill'ations in the tail. The graph6cal analysis of an oscillo :
-gra taken at An angle of ,140 showed the expected decrease in the 'high
frequency senS"itiity. .

25. :The traonsient ietheod of comparisonialso gives the relative
phase shifts of the hydrophnoes; and', if the -shapo of the explosion wave
,is 'knouin, the absolute phase 'shiftwith frequency can be determinedo -

The accuracy is not -ery hiýh, .I0o, but this additional datu, is men-
tioned since relative pharse shift is not easily determined by CW methods

1.of comparison.

VI. * SUNIXRy, ANDr COVMYTMiUO1

2Co The use 6f a transient in the relative calibr'ation of a hy .
drophone is feasible and giVes results which are in agreerent with re-
lative calibrations obtained with coinuous II waves0  The u'se of explol -
sion waves, or other typesof transi2, ts, can be extended to the rela•
tire calibration of projectors and other linear underwAater 'ound trasm-
ducers o

27. The calibration of an explosion wave or other transient by
means of a standai-d hydrophone is illustrated, and this suggests the I

possibility of utilising a standard transient rather than a staiidard

C 0NFIDEI1 TIAL - 7 -



.r.o alibraIons o As, uch qIi itatiVe inforrattion concerninghydr OP Ione Ifor. c-'al a 11 0 v sJ
the performance of a unit -can be obtained fr om an examination of an
"oscillogram of its rteponse. to an exrlocion wave, it is suggested that

explosion waves can be used as tools- of analysis in underwater sound
resealch in the same -way that squzre waves are used in investigat! ons ,of

:: -electrical systems, The / xroAro ba<aptab'le to the multiple testing
of similar units by colnar n •h iormity of their response
oscillograms. .

-28. A determninrtion of the absolute pressure In the explosion wave
from a #8 bl.asting cap has been obtained from the responses of standard
hydrophones. This pressure does not decrease in the tail of the wave as
much as the simple exponential theory indicates. The peak pressure so
determined agrees well with that obtained by other methods 0

CON1FIDENTIAL
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TYPICAL OSCILLOGRAMS
OL-A-2

/

2oo0 SEC SWEEP
MODULATION FREQUENCY 200 KC

400Loo SEC SWEEP
MODULATION FREQUENCY 200 KC

. CONFIDENTIAL PLATE 5



TYPICAL OSCILLOGRAMS
Ol-A-3

200,# SEC SWEEP
MODULATION FREQUENCY 200 KC

40oo0 SEC SWEEP
MODULATION FREQUENCY 200 KC

. .CONFIDENTIAL PLATE 6





+ 10o - loo

+ 200 - 200

+ 300 - 300

400ý/ SEC SWEEP

RESPONSE TO TRANSIENT VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
OL-A-3

PLATE 8
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